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iPad 2: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2011

	Apple announced the original iPad on January 27, 2010, and the
	technology world hasn’t been the same since. Customers rushed
	to buy the tablet, snapping up more than 300,000 the day it went
	on sale. Competitors rushed to copy it, with Samsung, Motorola, Amazon,
	and others creating their own variations on the app-friendly...
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Android NDK Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	The short history of computing machines has witnessed some major events, which

	forever transformed our usage of technology. From the first massive main frames to

	the democratization of personal computers, and then the interconnection of networks.

	Mobility is the next revolution. Like the primitive soup, all the ingredients are now...
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The Book of Revelation (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2008

	Acommon cartoon theme involves a person wearing a sandwich sign or carrying a poster that proclaims, “Repent! The end is near!” What’s implied is that some sudden, violent event is just around the corner and that people need to brace themselves for whatever’s coming. And usually, the end that’s near involves...
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RFID Toys: Cool Projects for Home, Office and Entertainment (ExtremeTech)John Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Radio frequency identification now belongs to the masses, and it lets you control all sorts of things. Like access to your front door. Or valuables in an RFID-enabled safe. You can corral your stuff within an RFID-monitored perimeter, or build a shelf that tells you when you're out of hot sauce. This book shows you how, with step-by-step...
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The Complete Rust Programming Reference Guide: Design, develop, and deploy effective software systems using the advanced constructs of RustPackt Publishing, 2019

	
		Design and implement professional-level programs by leveraging modern data structures and algorithms in Rust

	
		Key Features

		
			Improve your productivity by writing more simple and easy code in Rust
	
			Discover the functional and reactive implementations of traditional data...
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Swing HacksO'Reilly, 2005
Swing Hacks helps Java developers move beyond the basics of Swing, the graphical user interface (GUI) standard since Java 2.  If you're a Java developer looking to build enterprise applications with a first-class look and feel, Swing is definitely one skill you need to master.  This latest title from O'Reilly is a...
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C++: No Experience RequiredSybex, 1997
This is how the idea of developing multimedia programs was born. Readers shouldn’t have to learn boring input/output stuff just to see what happens with their programs. If I could provide them with a suitable class library, they could learn how to manipulate these objects to produce sounds, pictures, and animations.

The resulting...
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Picture Yourself Ghost HuntingCourse Technology PTR, 2008
"Picture Yourself Ghost Hunting: Step-by-Step Instruction for Exploring Haunts and Finding Spirits, Spooks, and Specters" introduces novice paranormal explorers to the history, techniques, and equipment used in the search for proof of life after death, or simply, ghosts. Written like a field guide to ghost hunting, the book begins by...
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Outsmarting Google: SEO Secrets to Winning New Business (Que Biz-Tech)Que, 2011

	If you own any other books on search engine optimization, throw them out. They
	belong to the mass of misinformation that has been swimming around for years,
	keeping people from making their websites truly appealing to search engines. And
	no surprise, Google loves it.


	What I am about to share with you are the real, gritty,...
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Jakarta Struts Pocket ReferenceO'Reilly, 2003

	
		Web tier frameworks have soared in popularity over the past year or so due to the increasing complexity of Java itself, and the need to get more work done with fewer resources. Developers who used to spend hours and hours writing low-level features can use a well-written framework to build the presentation tier so they start coding...
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Xcode 5 Developer ReferenceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Design, code, and build amazing apps with Xcode 5


	Thanks to Apple's awesome Xcode development environment, you can create the next big app for Macs, iPhones, iPads, or iPod touches. Xcode 5 contains gigabytes of great stuff to help you develop for both OS X and iOS devices - things like sample code, utilities, companion...
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What's New in Visual FoxPro 8.0Hentzenwerke Publishing, 2003
What’s most important when deciding what to include in a new release? Is it bug fixes? Or programming productivity features? Or end-user functionality that will help the developer sell upgrades to applications to their customer and user base? Visual FoxPro 8.0 combines the best of all worlds.  So what’s new in Visual...
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